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Abst ract - -Wi th in  the framework of a discrete ordinates approximation, two conservative meth- 
ods of evaluation of a Boltzmanu collision integral are proposed. The first method, that is partially 
conservative, preserves density and kinetic momentum, and is based on a decomposition of the ve- 
locity subspace on equal cubic cells centered around discrete velocity nodes. The second method 
is completely conservative, and needs for its construction, the more elaborate projection technique 
described in the article. Both methods are tested on a numerical example and compared with other 
known methods. It is demonstrated that a completely conservative method possesses better conver- 
gence properties with respect o numbers of discrete ordinates and integration odes, and is more 
efficient in a computational aspect. 
Key~a~ords---Conasrvative method, Boltzmann kinetic equation. 
INTRODUCTION 
In finite-difference methods of solution of the Boltzmann kinetic equation, the main problem 
presents the evaluation of the collision integral that should be performed in a number of nodes 
of multidimensional phase space. It is, therefore, difficult to obtain, for any more or less complex 
boundary problems, high accuracy of computations in a strict norm 
Ro = ia,, ) , B,i 
where I~,~ is exact, and I~,i---computed value of a five-dimensional collision integral in a velocity 
node 48 and space node x~. On the other hand, it is quite evident hat for many cases the above 
estimate might be too strong, and as a main criteria of the accuracy, the preservation of the 
conservation laws can be taken, that leads to a norm 
RM=max Z¢~( I i3 , i - *~, i ) ,  
where ~b~ = (1, 4, 4 2 + ~2 + ¢2) and 4 = (4, ~, ¢). 
In Nordsieck's method [1], the density is conserved, while in "Direct method" [2] of the author, 
no one of cormervation law is exactly satisfied. To make the algorithm of this method conserva- 
tive, a correction of the intermediate solution was developed [3]. Note some recently proposed 
approaches [4-6], where the conservative estimate of the collision integral is achieved by a special 
selection of nodes in the integration formula, which are restricted by a condition that "precollision 
velocities" 4 and 41, as well as "postcollision velocities" 4' and 41 belong to the net of discrete 
ordinates. 
"ryp~ by A,~S.-T~ 
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In the present paper, the completely conservative evaluation of the collision integral is achieved 
for all possible values of integration variables (for all possible "collisions") by a decomposition of
each contribution to the integral of "inverse collisions" in an arbitrary velocity point on a pair of 
appropriate contributions in some nearest nodes. A partially conservative method that preserves 
only density and kinetic momentum is described as well. 
PARTIALLY CONSERVATIVE METHOD 
Write down the Boltzmann collision integral for a mono-atomic gas in a form 
= ( f ' f l  - f /a)  gb db de d(1, I(~) = a(~) - L(~) J -oo  Jo 
where G _> 0 is the integral of "inverse collisions" and L > 0 is the integral of "direct collisions". 
All the notations are commonly used, and the splitting of the integral I on two parts is evident. 
For brevity, we will denote I~ _= I (~) ,  and so on, indicating only the node of the velocity net. 
The velocity arguments ~and ~1 of functions f and f l  are related with arguments ~' and ~ of 
functions f '  and f~ by transformations 
~' = ~ + n(ng), (1) 
~ -- ~1 -- n(ng), 
where n is a unique vector directed along the interaction line of molecules and g = ~ - ~1 is the 
relative velocity. 
Consider the integral operator 
Q(¢) = dpf lgb db de d~ d~l. 
oo J - - co  JO 
Taking ¢ as a three-dimensional Dirac's ~i-function and making use of some known properties 
of (1), one gets the integrals L and G in a form 
1 
L(~*) = ~Q (6 (¢* - ~) + ~ (~* - 6 ) ) ,  
1 a(~*) = ~Q (~ (C - ~') + ~ (~* - ~)) .  
(2) 
(3) 
Impose limits on the velocity variables in (2), (3) by introducing a domain f lx ~ with volume V 2, 
and construct in fl, a discrete velocity net of No equidistant nodes ~ separated by a step h. In 
a discrete ordinate approximation, one has 
V No 
f (~*) = ~00 ~ f~b (~* -- ~) '  (4) 
~=1 
vNo 
L (C) = ~ ~_, L~e (C - ~) ,  (5) 
B=I 
V No 
a(c )  = N ~ abe (C - ~) .  (6) 
B----1 
To evaluate the integrals (2),(3), exclude the values of variables b and ¢, which remove the 
vectors ~', ~I out of the domain ~q × ~q. For this, multiply the integrant on a characteristic 
function X(~', ~I) where X = 1 if (~', ~)  E ~q, and X = 0 if (~' or ~)  ~ ft. Then, introduce a
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uniform integration net ~,  ~., b~, e~ with N~ nodes in such a way that ~a~ and ~.  belong to 
the velocity net. Using (4), one obtains the following estimates of the collision integrals: 
N. 
L(~*) = A X~J-  [~ (~* - ~o~) + ~ (C - ~ . ) ] ,  (7) 
~'~1 
Nv  
= A - + - ( s )  
v----1 
where A = V2(~rbm)/N~,, j~, = f,~.fa.a,~.a~ Xa,/~.b~,. By comparison of (7) with (5), one gets 
N. 
La = S ~ (j: + j~), (9) 
// 
where B = Vrbm/N/~, N# = Nv/No,  and the indices (') or (") mark, correspondingly, the values 
of j~ with a~ =/3 or/3~ =/3. 
It is not possible to apply directly the similar comparison of (6) and (8) to obtain the values 
of G~ because the singularities in both formulae do not coincide. There are, however, two 
possible solutions. The first one consists in the approximation of 8-functions in (6) by some 
orthogonal functions on a finite support. Then a projection of (8) on this new basis could be 
evaluated, and afterwards, the coefficients of the sum (6) found. Generally, this approach leads 
to a nonconservative estimate, but the choice for the basis of cell-constant functions provides the 
conservation of density and kinetic momentum. 
Divide the domain fl on equal velocity cells fla, O ~a = fl centered around nodes ~,  and 
introduce an orthogonal basis of functions wZ(~) having the values wz(~) = 1 when ~ e flZ, and 
wa(~) = 0 when ~ ~ f/a. Then it is easy to show that the coefficients Ga could be obtained in a 
form, similar to that for /~ 
N, 
~ = S ~-~(j* + j**), (9*) 
v 
where the indices (*) or (**) mark, correspondingly, contributions jr, which satisfy conditions 
~av ~ f/a or ~ e ~ta. The expressions (9) and (9*) define the partially conservative method 
that preserves density and kinetic momentum. The indicated properties will be seen from the 
description of the completely conservative method that follows. 
CONSERVATIVE  D ISCRETE ORDINATES METHOD 
The second way of evaluating the values G~ consists in the decomposition of each term inside 
the brackets in (8) on 6-functions, which have singularities in discrete ordinate nodes. Let ~x. 
and ~,v be the nearest nodes to ~a. and ~,  Ax~ = ~ - ~xv, A~v = ~ -- ~v • It follows 
from (1) that 
AA~ = -A~.. (10) 
Denote A = AA~/h = (At, A2, As), 1/2 < Ai _< 1/2, i = 1,2,3, and introduce a vector of 
displacement on a grid s = (sl, s2, sa), where s~ = 0, or s~ = sign(A~), i = 1,2,3. Then two 
choices of eight nodes surrounding the points ~ and ~. can be presented as ~x~+8 and ~_8 .  
These nodes form two cells being their summits. 
Replace the expression inside the brackets in (8) by the development 
6(~* - f~a.) + 6(~* - ~.) = E r.a., (11) 
$ 
where a. = 6(f* - fx.+.) + 6(f* - ~_.) .  The coefficients r8 can be defined from conditions of 
conservation in the decomposition (11) of density, kinetic momentum, and energy for a pair of 
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above indicated cells including their summits. For that, multiply (11) on the collision invariants, 
and integrate over the above indicated cells (or over the entire domain f/). One gets 
¢ (~'~) + ¢(6~) = ~ r, [¢ (~+,) + ¢ (~.~-s)]. (12) 
s 
To guarantee the positive definition of the integrals G~, impose additional conditions 
r~ _> o. (13) 
It follows from (10), that on a uniform mesh, the momentum conservation low is identically 
satisfied. The conservation of density gives 
~ = 1. (14) 
8 
System (12) is reduced to two equations and the conditions (13). For economy of computations, 
it would be preferable to have a decomposition with a minimum of terms. It will be shown that 
such a solution exists and contains only two nonzero coefficients: the first one, (1 - rv), that 
corresponds to s = 0, and the second, rv corresponding to some s = s* ~ 0, which depends on a 
combination of parameters in the energy equation. When these coefficients are found, one gets 
the approximation 
6 (~* - ~- )  + 6 (C  - 6v )  = (1 - r . ) [6  (~* - ~)  + 6 (C  - ~.~)1 
+ ~ [6 (c  - a - )  + 6 (c  - ~- ) ] ,  
where A~ = A, + s*, #* = #v - s*. After substitution of this expression in (8) and comparison 
with (6), one obtains 
N. 
• ll -{- ' * *~r  ~. O=S~[( j "  +3.)(1-~.)+(j; 3~ ) .J (15) 
v 
Here, indices (I) or (u) or (*) or (**) mark contributions j~ having the indices Av -- ~, #~ --/~, 
Av + s* = f~, or #v - s*  = f~. When the same integration et is used for both integrals LS and G~, 
one obtains 
¢ (~o~) + ¢ (~)  = ¢ (~'~) + ¢ (6~). 
From this identity and (12), it follows that conservation lows are satisfied for each contribution 
to the collision integrals. 
The expressions (9) and (15) define the conservative discrete ordinate method when the coef- 
ficients rv are found, and now we proceed to their determination. 
In the following consideration, the subindex u will be omitted. 
Let ~a = kah, ~ = k~h, n(ng) = (ka~ + A)h, where ka, k~, ka~ are integer vectors. 
According to (1), one has 
~ = (ka + ka~)h + Ah, ~ = (kz - ka~)h - Ah. 
Denote le0 = ka -k~ = (k0, lo, m0), kl = ka -kaB = (kl, ll, ml), k2 = k~-ka~ = (k2, 12, m2), 
k = (k , l ,m) = (Ikl -k2[sign(A1),  I11 -/21sign(A2) Ira1 -rn21 sign(Aa)), 67 = IA~I, i = 1,2,3. 
Substituting these expressions in (12) and dropping the index (*), one gets 
E r,,.,2,, s =1,  rs~.,~,,~ _> 0, s~=0,1,  i=1 ,2 ,3 ,  
81 ,$2,83 
rl00(k + 1) + rmo(l + 1) -{- rool(m + 1) + rno(k -F l + 2) + rl01(k -{- m + 2) (16) 
-{-r0u(l + m + 2) + rn~(k + l + m -{- 3) = k61 -{- 162 + m63 + 61 ~ + 622 + 632 - R. 
The following assertion holds. 
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ASSERTION. For M1 choices of  parameters ( k, l, m) consistent with the transformation (1), sys- 
tem (16) has a solution. There exists a particular solution of  the form rsT,s~,a ~ = r~, rooo = 
1 - rv, 0 < rv <_ 1, rs1,82,s3 = O, i f  (Sl, s2, s3) ¢ (s~, s~, s~), where (s~, s~, s~) is a combination of  
indices. 
REMARKS. 
(a) The choice (k = -1, I = -1,  m = -1) gives an example of parameters inconsistent 
with (1). 
(b) With a given choice of parameters, the particular solution may not be unique. 
Find a particular solution. Denote k02+12+m20 = n 2, k 2+1 u+m 2 = D 2. As D 2 = 
(k q- 251) 2 q- (l + 252) 2 + (m + 253) 2, one has 
R = (D°2 - D2) (17) 
4 
Consider possible signs of R and possible combinations, excluding permutations, of (k, l, m). 
1. R = 0. The system has the trivial solution r~ -- 0. 
2. R > 0. The following choices of parameters and corresponding particular solutions are 
possible. 
2a. (k, l, m) > 0, then rv = r111 = R / (k  + l + m + 3), 0 < r~ < 1/2. 
2b. (k , l )>0,  m<0,  k>l ,  thenr~=r l00=R/ (k+l ) ,0<r~<l .  
2c. (k , l )>0,  m<0,  k=l ,  thenr~=r110=R/ (k+l+2) ,0_<rv<l /2 .  
2d. k > 0, (l, m) < 0, then r .  = rl00 = R/ (k+ 1), 0_< rv < 1/2. 
3. R < 0. The following choices of parameters and corresponding particular solutions are 
possible. 
3a. (k, l, m) _< -2,  then r~ = r111 = R / (k  + l + m + 3), 0 < r~ < 3/4. 
3b. (k,l) < -2,  m > -1,  then rv = rll0 = R/ (k+l  + 2), 0 < rv _< 7/8. 
3c. k < -2,  (l, m) > -1,  then r~ = rl00 = R/ (k  + 1), 0 < r~ <_ 1. 
The choice k -- -2,  l = -1,  and m = -1  presents a particular combination, which, on first 
appearance, contradicts the estimate of r~ given in 3c. To resolve this case, one should consider 
R in a form (17) taking into account hat D 2 = 6, and consequently, D~ could be an integer 
ranging from one to five. But the first value corresponds to k = 1, l = 0, m -- 0, and after 
the transformation (1) can give only the same choice of parameters. The remaining values give 
-1  < R _< -1 /4  and that confirms the estimate of r~ given in 3c. 
The particular solution is found, and the assertion proved. The method can be extended to 
gas mixtures and unelastic ollisions, and such generalization is now in development. 
NUMERICAL  TEST  
Both described methods were tested on a problem of a flat supersonic jet of rarefied gas issued 
from a slit into a vacuum for a Knudsen number defined by the slit size Kn = 0.25, and Mach 
number at the orifice M = 2. The flow is directed in a plane (x, y) on x-axis, which is the line 
of symmetry of the jet. The problem was previously considered by the author on the basis of 
the method [2], and it was found that the temperature t nsor components are very sensitive to 
the accuracy of computations. For this reason, the variation of the temperature component Tzz 
along the symmetry line was taken for comparison. Note that in a free molecular flow, this 
component is constant, and in a transitional regime, its variation is due to the collision exchange 
of momentum. Therefore, the accuracy of evaluation of the collision integral should be crucial 
for precise prediction of the behavior of temperature components. 
The Boltzmann equation was solved by the stabilization method [3] based on a splitting proce- 
dure. For the evaluation of the collision integrals, the hard sphere molecular model was chosen. 
All comparisons were made using the same discretization with 32 x 21 nodes on (x, y) variables 
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with constant meshes Ax = Ay = 0.333A, where A is the mean free path at the orifice, and with 
a time step equal to 0.1 of the mean intercollision time. The stabilization period was estimated 
to be equal to 30 of the intercollision times. The computations were made with different numbers 
of discrete ordinates No and integration odes No, which were supplied by eight-dimension pti- 
mal integration ets, proposed by Korobov [7], together with a randomization procedure that is 
described in [8]. 
In the figures, the scale on x-axis is equal to 0.333A and Tzz is normalized by its value at the 
slit. 
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Figure 1. Comparison of different methods. 
In Figure 1, the solutions by the four mentioned methods are compared for the number of nodes 
in a hemisphere f~ of the velocity space No = 2, 112, and the number of integration odes Nv 
approximately equal to 70,000. The same calculations made with No = 3,604 and No = 1,188 
have shown that the solution by the conservative method has converged, while the solutions by 
the other three methods have not yet converged. 
One may remark that, after the conservative method, the partially conservative one shows 
slightly better performance among the remaining three. 
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Figure 2. Computations with different accuracy. 
35 
In Figure 2, the solutions by the conservative method with different numbers of discrete or- 
dinates and integration odes are compared. The results for No = 3, 604, No = 66,000-- 
"fine discretization", for No -- 276, Nv -- 13,000---"crude discretization", and for No = 140, 
Nv = 3, 000--"very crude discretization" are depicted. One can see that the conservative method 
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provides atisfactorily good results with quite small numbers No and Nv. It is important o note 
that solutions made by all other methods with the second choice of parameters (not shown in the 
figure) gave worse results in comparison with the presented graphics for "very crude discretiza- 
tion", and the third choice led to a breakdown of computations. 
Some numerical experiments were made using a deterministic version of the conservative 
method in which Korobov's nets were applied without randomization. In this case as well, 
the computations remain stable for a small number of the integration odes. The results were 
always perfectly smooth, but it needed several times more integration odes to obtain a correct 
collision relaxation rate. 
One may conclude that for the considered test problem, the completely conservative method 
has shown a net superiority over the other examined approaches. 
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